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Improvement research on the initial solution prediction of the

one-step algorithm for bus rollover collision

Tong Wang

(Department of Vehicle Engineering, School of Automotive, Chang’an University, Xi’an, 710064,

China)

Abstract: To solve the problem that the computational efficiency of the initial solution prediction

based on the maximum inertial loading in the original one-step algorithm for bus rollover collision

is a bit low, a new initial solution prediction method based on the principle of nodal coordinates

interpolation of the standard template of structural deformation is proposed to improve the original

one-step algorithm for bus rollover collision. A typical 12-meter bus body section is selected as the

research object, and the simulation result of the improved algorithm is compared with the original

algorithm. The compare result shows that the computational precision of the improved algorithm is

basically kept, and the computational efficiency is greatly improved. The effectiveness of practical

engineering application of the proposed initial solution prediction method is verified.

Keywords: Bus rollover; One-step collision algorithm; Total strain theory; Initial solution

prediction; Principle of nodal coordinates interpolation

1. Introduction

With the rapid expansion of the public traffic, the bus has become one of the most popular

public transport tools [1]. Meanwhile, the increasing number of traffic accidents related to the bus

has caused great loss of human lives and properties [2]. Among all kinds of traffic accidents related

to the bus, rollover collision is of the most severity since it may cause mass deaths and injuries in

only one accident [3]. How to prevent the happening of rollover accidents in the maximum degree,

strengthen the research on the rollover collision safety of the bus structure to improve the

performance of bus rollover safety, and reduce the injury of driver and passengers have become one

of the most important society issue that are common concern for the whole society and needed to

try hard to be solved [4, 5].

According to the core idea of the one-step fast simulation algorithm for sheet metal forming, a

new algorithm, one-step algorithm for bus rollover collision, is proposed for the simulation of bus

rollover collision [6]. For the one-step fast simulation algorithm for sheet metal forming, Guo began

to propose the “Inverse method” in 1989, and the thickness of the stamping parts and the stress

distribution were predicted [7-12]. Shen discussed the application of using the one-step inverse

method based on the deformation theory into the simulation process of sheet metal forming, and the

effectiveness of the method is verified by comparing the result with the incremental method [13-15].

Hu and Liu carried out the research on the wrinkle, rebound, and instability problem of the

simulation process of sheet metal forming by using the one-step inverse element method [16-18].

Soon afterwards, Na and Chen preliminarily discussed the “one-step positive” algorithm for sheet

metal forming based on the one-step inverse algorithm for sheet metal forming which is more

applicable for the engineering in the future, and the performances of the sheet metal forming could

be quickly evaluated with good application effect [19-22]. The one-step algorithm for bus rollover
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collision is also based on total strain theory by referring to the core idea of the algorithm for sheet

metal forming, and the energy transforming relationship of the process of rollover collision is

adopted at the same time. The computational efficiency gains a lot with a slightly sacrifice of the

computational precision comparing with the incremental method software such as LS-DYNA. The

rollover safety performance of the bus structure can be quickly evaluated at the initial stage of bus

body design, and the development cycle for bus products can be reduced sharply.

Due to the use of total strain theory, the initial solution satisfying the conditions of energy

translation and deformation needs to be obtained at the maximum deformation station for

Newton-Raphson iteration. Adopt the “Initial solution prediction method based on the maximum

inertial loading” proposed by the author for the first time, and the initial solution satisfying the

deformation conditions can be obtained by computing the elastic finite element approximation

equilibrium equation of the structure and combining the energy translation relationship during the

rollover collision process [6]. For the computational efficiency, it is brought down for the

requirement of computing the finite element equilibrium equation of the structure. For the

computational precision, there is no influence on the simulation result for the precision of the initial

solution in theory. But the closer to the truly final deformation, the higher of the computational

efficiency of the algorithm. To improve the computational efficiency one step further, a new initial

solution prediction method based on the principle of nodal coordinates interpolation of the standard

template of structure deformation is proposed to improve the process of initial solution prediction of

the original one-step algorithm [6]. Predict that the computational precision can be basically kept,

and the computational efficiency can be further improved with greatly reducing the computational

workload. At the initial stage of bus body design, the rollover safety performance of the bus

structure can be evaluated and improved more quickly, and the development cycle for bus products

can be reduced sharply one step further.

2 The initial solution prediction method based on the principle of nodal coordinates

interpolation of the standard template

For the construction of the standard template and the prediction method of the initial solution,

it is illustrated by taking a 12-meter bus as the example in this paper. This method can be used for

other length and type buses as well. For the reason that the closed-loops of road bus body structure

perform the decisive role to improve the rollover collision safety of the whole bus [23]. So the

standard template of the initial solution is constructed based on the closed-loops of a 12-meter road

bus body. For the proposed initial solution prediction method, the standard template of bus body

structure deformation after and before is constructed by analyzing the deformation results of

rollover collision structure of several 12-meter road buses. The initial solution needed by the

one-step algorithm for bus rollover collision is quickly obtained by exploring the related mapping

relationship of each node of the structure deformation after and before in the standard template and

by using the interpolation method of nodal generalized coordinates.

According to the simplification of the simulation process of rollover collision in the original

algorithm, the coordinate of each node of the structure in the X direction can be seen as

approximately remaining unchanged during the collision process of fixed-axis rotation dropping for

the bus structure. The basic idea by using the standard template method for the initial solution

prediction is: Firstly, referring to the regulation of the structure deformation, a group of standard

templates used for the prediction of the maximum deformation of rollover collision for nearly all of

the 12-meter road buses in the YZ plane are constructed by using some finite element analysis data

of the original structures before the rollover collision and the maximum deformation structures after

the rollover collision of several typical closed-loops of the 12-meter road buses. Secondly, for any



one 12-meter road bus body structure, the final deformations are unknown, the new generalized

coordinates of each node in the standard template of the maximum deformation configuration are

ensured by using the nodal interpolation principle of the generalized coordinates according to the

position of each node of the original configuration in the standard template of the original

configuration. Thirdly, the maximum deformation configuration of the one-step algorithm for bus

rollover collision is obtained combining the coordinates of X direction of each node of the original

configuration. Then by carrying out the process of the energy equilibrium iteration and the process

of the contact judgement and modification, the initial solution of the algorithm is quickly obtained,

which satisfies the energy translation relationship of rollover collision and does not penetrate into

the floor meanwhile. Finally, Newton-Raphson iteration can be carried out for the generalized

imbalanced forces of each node of the obtained structure above, and the final structure deformation

is obtained.

2.1 The construction of the standard template of original configuration

To obtain the general discipline of motion and deformation and to construct the standard

template of the maximum deformation configuration of the structure, the standard template of the

original configuration before the deformation of the structure needs to be constructed at first. In

order to make the constructed standard template own the general reference value, three typical

closed-loops from three different 12-meter road bus body skeletons are selected as the reference

structures of the construction of the original configuration in this paper. The finite element models

are shown in Figure 1. There is nearly no difference for the outline size of the structures of the three

closed-loops, but there are some differences for the section sizes of the thin-wall bars of the

structures and the structural shapes of the underbeds.

Figure 1. The finite element model of three closed-loop structures

Referring to the finite element models of the three closed-loop structures, each of the maximum

values is selected according to the height and width of the three section planes. The related section

sizes are enlarged properly, and the height and width sizes of the standard template of the original

configuration are finally ensured as 3325mm*2520mm. The three closed-loops are separately

displaced in the standard template ensured above in the YZ plane, shown as Figure 2. For the

standard templates that the three closed-loops are in, each of them is separately divided into the

grille of 19 lines and 14 columns by using the rectangle grid, of which the height and width sizes are

175mm*180mm. For the reason that the three closed-loops are all from 12-meter road bus structures,

all of the three closed-loop structures can well adjust the constructed standard template. The

templates in Figure 2 can basically reflect the relative position relationship between each node of the

original structure and the template for all 12-meter road buses before the rollover collision.

Figure 2. The standard template of the original configuration of three closed-loop structures

Compare, adjust and integrate the number, array styles and positions of the grids for each

template in Figure 2, a standard template of the original configuration is obtained, which is nearly

suitable for all 12-meter road buses, shown as Figure 3. All of the generalized coordinates of the

template can be obtained by computing. The boundary sizes and the grid sizes of the standard

template can be further optimized and improved by referring to more kinds of 12-meter buses to



reinforce the scope of the application, computational precision and efficiency for the 12-meter buses

in the future. The construction method of the standard template of the original configuration for the

rollover collision of the 12-meter road buses is suitable for the bus products of other lengths and

types in the same way.

Figure 3. The standard template of the original configuration

2.2 The construction of the standard template of maximum deformation configuration

To predict the maximum deformation configuration of the structure after the bus rollover

collision, the standard template of maximum deformation configuration needs to be constructed

based on the standard template of the original configuration shown in Figure 3, which has the

widespread references for all 12-meter road buses. Conduct the analysis of rollover collision for the

three 12-meter road buses mentioned above by using the LS-DYNA software. Extract the

deformation results of the three closed-loop structures shown in Figure 1. Start from the final

deformations of the closed-loop structures to seek the general regulation of the structure

deformations after bus rollover collision. The final deformations of rollover collision of the three

closed-loop structures are shown as Figure 4.

Figure 4. The final deformation of rollover collision of the three closed-loop structures

Put the final deformation configurations of the three closed-loops in the standard template of

the original configuration in Figure 3. Adjust the positions and shapes of the grids of the template

properly referring to the deformation trends of the structures of the three 12-meter buses. Ensure

that the trends of the movements and deformations of the grids of the standard template are in

harmony with the deformations of the bus body structures. Keep the number and the arrangement of

the nodes of the structure in each grid of the template the same with the standard template of the

original configuration. And the standard templates of the maximum deformation configuration of the

three closed-loops are constructed separately. These templates can basically reflect the deformation

forms of the structures of all 12-meter road buses after the rollover collision, shown as Figure 5.

Figure 5. The standard template of maximum deformation configuration of the three closed-loops

According to the three standard templates of the maximum deformation configuration of the

three closed-loop structures in Figure 5, compare, adjust and integrate the number, array style and

the position of the grids for each template, and a standard template of maximum deformation

configuration is obtained, which is nearly suitable for all 12-meter road buses, shown as Figure 6.

All of the generalized coordinates (position and rotation) of each node of the standard template can

be obtained by computing. And then, the maximum deformation configuration of every closed-loop,

bus body section, even the structure of whole bus can be predicted by using the proposed standard

template. The boundary size and the grid size of the standard template can be further optimized and

improved by referring to more different kinds of 12-meter buses to improve the scope of application,

computational precision and efficiency for the 12-meter buses in the future. The construction

method of the standard template of maximum deformation configuration for the rollover collision of



the 12-meter road buses is suitable for the bus products of other lengths and types in the same way.

Figure 6. The standard template of maximum deformation configuration

So, using the group of standard templates of Figure 3 and Figure 6, the new generalized

coordinates of each node of the structure in the standard template of the maximum deformation

configuration can be ensured according to the position of each node of the original structure in the

standard template of the original configuration by using the interpolation method of the nodal

generalized coordinates. Then the maximum deformation configuration of the structure is obtained,

and the initial solution of the one-step algorithm for bus rollover collision can be computed. For the

standard template groups of road buses of other lengths and types used for the prediction of the

maximum deformation configuration of rollover collision, the construction method can be

conducted by the method described above.

2.3 The prediction of the initial solution based on the interpolation principle of the generalized

nodal coordinates

To make the initial solution prediction by using the standard templates constructed above, the

nodal interpolation principle of the generalized coordinates is used for computing the generalized

coordinates of each node of the maximum deformation configuration.

Firstly, compute the interpolation coefficients according to the position of each node in the

standard template of the original configuration before the deformation of the structure. The detailed

computation process is shown as below:

For the reason that the coordinates of each node of the structure in the X direction can be seen

as approximately remaining unchanged during the collision dropping process of fixed-axis rotation

of the bus structure, the position coordinates of the Y and Z directions need to be computed only. In

the constructed group of standard templates of Figure 3 and Figure 6, the corresponding relations for

the same node A (a) of the original structure and the maximum deformation structure, shown as

Figure 7.

Figure 7. The nodal corresponding relations of the group of standard templates

In the YZ plane, assume that the coordinate of a node A is ( )A A
Y ,Z in the original

configuration. As is shown in Figure 3, the coordinates of the four nodes of the corresponding grid

M of the standard template that the node A is in are ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )IA IA JA JA KA KA LA LA
I Y ,Z ,J Y ,Z ,K Y ,Z ,L Y ,Z ,

of which the values are known. And the coordinate of node A can be obtained by the interpolation of

the coordinates of the four nodes of the grid M, and the interpolation coefficients A A,r s can be

calculated by use of Equation (1):

A 1A IA 2A JA 3A KA 4A LA

A 1A IA 2A JA 3A KA 4A LA

Y  =N Y +N Y +N Y +N Y

Z =N Z +N Z +N Z +N Z





（1）
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are the shape functions of the square element, of
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The position of each node of the structure in the standard template of the original configuration

of Figure 3 can be only determined by use of the interpolation coefficient A A,r s computed by

Equation (2).

Secondly, compute the position coordinates of node a, and the detailed process is as following:

The deformation of the structure occurs after the rollover collision, but the position coordinates

of the nodes of the maximum deformation configuration are unknown. Hence, the standard template

of the maximum deformation configuration is brought in shown as Figure 6. In Figure 7, the node A

moves to the position of node a along with the grid M. The coordinate is changed to ( )a a,y z , and

the value is unknown. The coordinates of the four nodes of the grid M are changed to

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a a a a a a a a, , ,, , , ,i i j j k k l li y j y k y l yz z z z for the changes of the shape and position, but the value is

known. Before and after the deformation of the structure, the relative position remains unchanged

for node A(a) in the grid M, and the position coordinate of node a after the deformation of the

structure can be ensured through the interpolation coefficients A A,r s .

The position coordinates of the new node a ( )a a a, ,x y z in the standard template of the

maximum deformation configuration shown in Figure 6 after the deformation of the structure can be

ensured by replacing the position coordinates of the four nodes of the grid M of the original structure

as ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a a a a a a a a, , ,, , , ,i i j j k k l li y j y k y l yz z z z in Equation (1) combing Equation (2) and the

coordinate of the X direction of node A.

Thirdly, compute the rotation corner coordinates of the each node after the deformation of the

structure, and the detailed process is as following:

For there is no deformation for the original structure, the rotation corners of each node are zero,

and the rotation corner coordinates of each node of the grids of the standard template of the original

configuration are zero too. To compute the rotation corners of each node around the three coordinate

axles of the maximum deformation configuration, the values can be obtained by the interpolation for

the rotation corner coordinates of each grid node in the standard template of the maximum

deformation configuration in Figure 6 in this paper. The nodal rotation corner values of each grid of

the standard template can be obtained by inversely interpolating for the values of three rotation

corners of each node of several known maximum deformation configurations shown as Figure 5.



The coordinates of the three rotation corners of each node of the grid of the standard template of the

maximum deformation configuration can be obtained by averaging the computational results. To

improve the precision of the rotation corner coordinates of each node of the grid of the proposed

template and the universal applicability of the 12-meter road bus body structures, several inversely

interpolating computational processes of the nodes in the mentioned grids need to be carried out by

using several maximum deformation configurations that are known, and several average values of

the nodal rotation corners need to be computed at the same time.

Take the grid M shown in Figure 7 as example still. To compute the rotation coordinates of the

four nodes after the deformation of the structure, four nodes B(b),C(c),D(d),E(e) of the deformation

of the structure shown in the grid M in Figure 5 are selected at will, and the three rotation corners of

the four nodes can be computed by use of Equation (3) to (6):

1B 2B 3B 4B

1B 2B 3B 4B

1B 2B 3B 4B

b

b

b

 N N N N

N N N N

N N N N

 

 

x ix jx kx lx

y iy jy ky ly

z iz jz kz lz

θ θ θ θ

θ θ θ θ

θ θ θ θ

θ

θ

θ

= + + +

= + + +

= + + +







（3）
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1C 2C 3C 4C
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c
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N N N N
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x ix jx kx lx

y iy jy ky ly

z iz jz kz lz

θ θ θ θ

θ θ θ θ

θ θ θ θ

θ

θ

θ

= + + +

= + + +

= + + +
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where

( )( ) ( )( )

( )( ) ( )( )

1 2

3 4

1 1
N 1 1 , N 1 1

4 4

1 1
N 1 1 , N 1 1

4 4

r s r s

r s r s

ξ ξ

ξ ξ

ξ ξ ξ ξ

ξ ξ ξ ξ

= − − = + −

= + + = − +

( )  B,C,D,Eselectsξ are known, ,r sξ ξ can be

calculated by use of Equation (2), and the values of

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )b b b c c c d d d e e e, , , , , , , , , , ,x y z x y z x y z x y zθ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ are all known.

For the rotation corner coordinates of the four nodes of the grid M

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,, , , , , , , ,
ix y iz jx jy jz kx ky kz lx ly lzii j k lθ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ are unknown, the rotation coordinates of each

node of the grid can be computed by combining Equation (3) to (6).

For node ( ), ,ix iy izi θ θ θ , it is the common node of the four grids 1 2 3M,M ,M ,M in the standard

template of the maximum deformation configuration, shown as Figure 8. So the average value needs

to be calculated by using the value of the rotation corner of node ( ), ,ix iy izi θ θ θ computed from grid

M and the results computed by the other three grids, which can be calculated by use of Equation (7):



( )
( )
( )

31 2

31 2

31 2

MM MM

MM MM

MM MM

/ 4

/ 4

/ 4

ix ix ix ix ix

iy iy iy iy iy

iz iz iz iz iz

θ θ θ θ θ

θ θ θ θ θ

θ θ θ θ θ

=

=

=

 + + +


+ + +


+ + +

（7）

Figure 8. The grids that the common node i is in

The coordinates of rotation corners of each node of the standard template of the maximum

deformation configuration in Figure 6 can be obtained in the same way. The initial solution needed

by the one-step algorithm for bus rollover collision has theoretically no effect on the simulation

results of the algorithm. However, the closer the configuration is to the true configuration, the higher

the computational efficiency of the algorithm will be.

Order the coordinates of the rotation corners of node a in the maximum deformation

configuration in Figure 7 is ( )a a aa , ,x y zθ θ θ , which can be calculated by use of Equation (8):

1A 2A 3A 4A

1A 2A 3A 4A

1A 2A 3A 4A

a

a

a

 N N N N

N N N N

N N N N

 

 

x ix jx kx lx

y iy jy ky ly

z iz jz kz lz

θ θ θ θ

θ θ θ θ

θ θ θ θ

θ

θ

θ

= + + +

= + + +

= + + +







（8）

where the values of
1A 2A 3A 4A

N ,N N ,N, are the same with Equation (1), which are all known.

The coordinates of the rotation corners of each node of the maximum deformation

configuration of rollover collision can be computed in the same way. By carrying out the

computation process mentioned above, the maximum deformation configuration of rollover

collision of the 12-meter bus needed by the one-step collision algorithm can be obtained by using a

group of standard templates shown in Figure 3 and Figure 6. During the process of collision contact

judgement and modification, the needed initial solution of the algorithm can be quickly obtained.

Newton-Raphson iteration process is conducted for the generalized imbalanced forces of each node

of the initial solution, and the final structure deformation is obtained.

3. Case study

A typical bus body section of a 12-meter bus is selected as the analytical object to verify the

effectiveness of the improved one-step algorithm for bus rollover collision (Simplified as “The

improved algorithm” below) by using the new initial solution prediction method proposed in this

paper. The bus body section is properly simplified. By comparing the simulation result of the

improved algorithm with the original algorithm, the practical application effect of the proposed

improvement method is inspected. The typical bus body section model is shown as Figure 9.

Figure 9. The typical bus body section model

The critical angle of the bus body section rollover is 39� . Referring to the test model of typical

bus body section, the model shown in Figure 10 is the FEA model, which is discretized with 259976

quadrilateral elements and 258368 nodes. The bus body section is fixed by a simple rollover bracket,

and the minimum ground clearance is kept unanimous with the whole vehicle. The meterials of the



structure skeleton and rollover rotation bracket both select Q345 steel. Elastic modulus

is 11
E 2.06 10 Pa= × , Poisson coefficient is 0.3µ = , density is 37800kg / mρ = , and yield strength is

345MPasσ = . The material of the passengers’ living space is rigid, and the density value

310kg / mρ = to avoid influencing the precision of the simulation result of the rollover collision

algorithm [24]. For the bus rollover collision process is carried out at the state of low speed, the

strain rate effects are not taken into consideration here.

Figure 10. The finite element model of the typical bus body section

Figure 11 shows the final deformation contour plot of the structure obtained by the improved

algorithm. Figure 12 shows the deformation contour plot of the structure obtained by the original

algorithm.

Figure 11. Deformation contour plot for the simulation of the

improved algorithm

Figure 12. Deformation contour plot for the simulation of the

original algorithm

Comparing Figure 11 and 12, the final deformation configurations of the improved algorithm

and original algorithm give a reasonable agreement, which verified the feasibility of the practical

engineering application of the proposed initial solution prediction method.

To make the comparing result above more convictive, the quantitative comparison for the final

deformation of the two methods needs to be carried out. 11 gauging points are selected to collect the

deformation data of the structure on each side of the pillars of the closed-loops① and② of the bus

body section. The deformation amounts of each pillar of the two simulation methods mentioned

above are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Data of the deformations of both sides of each pillar

Figure 13 and 14 show the comparison line chart of the deformations of both sides of the

pillars of two closed-loops① and②.

Figure 13. Comparison of the deformations of gauging points

of both sides of closed-loop①

Figure 14. Comparison of the deformations of gauging points

of both sides of closed-loop②

By comparing the line charts above, it is found that the trends of the data of the two results are

the same in general, which verifies the conclusion that the final deformation configurations give a

reasonable agreement mentioned above. The computational precision of the improved algorithm

and the original algorithm is about 0.4% difference. The precision can be regarded as the same, and



the computational precision is basically kept.

Then, compare the computational efficiency of the improved algorithm and the original

algorithm. The comparation result is shown as Table 2.

Table 2. Data of the computation time

It can be obtained from the table that the computation time of the improved algorithm is about

30% of the original algorithm. Combining the comparing conclusion of the deformation amounts of

the pillar, the computational precision of the improved algorithm is basically kept, while the

computational efficiency gains a lot. In this way, the final deformation of rollover collision of the

structure can be obtained faster and more accurately at the initial stage of bus structure design. The

rollover safety performance of bus structure can be evaluated more quickly, and the development

cycle for bus product can be reduced sharply one step further. Meanwhile, some necessary

conditions can be supported for the further study of sensitivity analysis of bus rollover safety,

parameter optimization, and the research of topology optimization algorithm.

4. Summary and Conclusion

To solve the problem that the computational efficiency of the initial solution prediction based

on the maximum inertial loading in the original one-step algorithm for bus rollover collision is a bit

low in some degree, a new initial solution prediction method based on the principle of nodal

coordinates interpolation of the standard template of the structure deformation is proposed to carry

out the improvement research on the original one-step algorithm for bus rollover collision. A case

study on rollover collision for a typical 12-meter bus body section is carried out, and the simulation

result of the improved algorithm is compared with the original algorithm. The computational

precision of the improved algorithm is basically kept, and the computational efficiency is improved

significantly at the same time. The practical effectiveness of the proposed improvement method is

verified. The conclusion is obtained as follows:

� The final deformation configurations of the improved algorithm and original algorithm

give a reasonable agreement, which verified the feasibility of the practical engineering

application of the proposed initial solution prediction method.

� The computational precision of the improved algorithm and the original algorithm is about

0.4% difference. The precision can be regarded as the same, and the computational

precision is basically kept.

� The computation time of the improved algorithm is about 30% of the original algorithm.

The computational precision of the improved algorithm is basically kept, while the

computational efficiency gains a lot.

However, the standard template obtained in this paper is suitable for the initial solution

prediction of rollover collision of the 12-meter buses only, and is not suitable for the bus models of

other lengths. The standard template of other models can be designed referring to the core idea of

the proposed method in this paper, and the application scope of the initial solution prediction for the

standard template method can be perfected further.
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Table 1. Data of the deformations of both sides of each pillar
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Table 1. Data of the deformations of both sides of each pillar

Serial number of

gauging points

Improved algorithm (mm) Original algorithm (mm)

Closed-loop ① Closed-loop ② Closed-loop ① Closed-loop ②

1 59 63 60 64

2 74 79 75 80

3 86 92 87 93

4 99 104 100 105

5 120 122 121 123

6 138 140 138 140

7 124 127 125 128

8 104 109 105 110

9 89 95 90 96

10 78 84 79 85

11 70 76 71 77

Table 2. Data of the computation time

Simulation time Improved algorithm Original algorithm

T(min) 6 20


